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1 Abstract

D T IC " Ctimied ilcrees in clock rates of VLSI procsors demand a reduc-EL C Etion in the fi-quency of expesive off-chip memory references. With.EL C E out such a reducio, the chp croin time and the consrant of

JUN 18 W, external logic will severely impact the clock cycle. y absorbing
large fraetion of instruction references, on-chip caches substantially
reduce f-chip communication. Minmiing the average instruction
access time with a limited silicon budget requires careful analysis ofD both cache architecture and implementation. This paper examines
some important design issues and tradeos that maximize the perfor-
mance of on-chip instruction caches, while retaining implementation
cse. Our discussion focuses oan the instruction cache design for MIPS-
X. a pipelined, 32-bit, reduced instruction set, 20 MIPS peek, CMOS
processor designed at Stanford. The on-chip instruction cache is 2K! m OrroN STAT E A bytes and allows single-cycle instruction accmses. Trace driven simu-| or pubi *e| i ; lations show that the cache has an average miss rate of 12% resulting• Droe fo public r. in an average instruction access time of 1.24 cycles. €,,'4 -

amtiblo Unlim~ited V.4S-

2 Introduction

With the rapid improvement in processor architecture, led by the
RISC processors, and with advances in VLSI technology, the cost
of off-chip communication has not kept pace with improvements in
the clock rates of VLSI processors. Cosequently, the performance
of current high-performance VLSI processors is memory bandwidth
limited. Including memory an the processor chip to reduce the cost
of memory accesses becomes imperative to attain higher performae
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cost of increasing the am service tim. Moreover, both the miss rate multiprogramming, another cause of cache performance degradationi,
and the traffic ratio do not comsier implementation. This omission is bard to include in TDS studies.
is siiveat thecaueet tan tes o t efone ac arh te mor. Fortuntely, thoe. problem are Dot very serious in studying emai
sensigivecat thecanea w e to te cfrance ch fte ore ntuto ahs ic ml ahsUpreatrafwtosn

In this paper we concentrate on the aerage intruction access references, multira mmn a tle sef pe onperfrae . Eveasn
tame which depends both an the miss rate and the miss penalty. If simple models for multiprogramming, such as starting with an empty
the cache miss rate is m, and the miss service time is T_. cycles, cache every few thousand references, are sufficient. in some cass
anea instruction acc tme, ne =1 aT., cycl es ifiwnpesn nt e sumeio (e.g., MIPS-X) this simple model can be an accurate representation

cachnte to. acs atson yl fi rsn nth ntuto of an actual virtual address cache, where the cache is flushed every

Tahecceprmtr fitxticld h ah ie ubro time a new user process is started. Our initial analyses ignore the

he cacr parmeters bofk iterestb-incetek h size, nurplcmert of- effects of multiprogramming. Later, we use the cache Rlushing model

gorithm [201. Write policies are not relevant to us because we disallowtosuyheipcofonxtwthng

writes into the instruction strowm. The set size or degree of asocia- In the initial phases of the MIPS-X processor design we did not
tivity is the scope of associative search, Block size or line size is the hai-~ either a running software system or an instruction simulator for
amount of storage associated with an address tag. A sub-block (or MIPS-X Much of the design was bosed on MIPS traces (MIPS ($I
transfer block 1111) is the portion ofa block tranferred from memory is the predecessor to MIPS-X) assuming a. similar behavioral trend
on a cache miss. Since a block can simultaneously have invalidl sub for MIPS-X. The MIPS-X software system and a simulator have since
blocks in addition to vaid ones, each sub block must have a valid bean developed and we have corroborated our earlier finding, with
bit asociated with it. The replacement algorithm is the process used the only difference being that the UIPS-X cheperformance turned
to select one of the blocks in a given set for occupation by a newly out to be silightly worse than predicted because MIPS-X code is kes

* referenced block, dense, and our current benchmarks are larger.
Cache size is limited by the amount of chip space available for In this paper, we present the results using larg MIPS-X bench-

both storage of instructions and the address tags. The chokce of cachemaktceotindfmaMP-Xitrtonlvlsuao.Tn
*parameters depends on a number of factors including (1) the miss rate marka (Po oaned sp (L becmars inre cio usede: iuatre

achievable, (2) the timing of a cache access and how it fits in with thePacl()ndLs()behmrsmue:

timing of the rest of the mchine, and (3) implementation ease.
- Dlg Fldsccla-ldattheyes graph partltioalag algorithm (P').

3.2 Evaluation methodology Daf Convets logic equations to dlisactive norinal form (P').
j Kopt A simple global optimizer for Poscal (P).

Initially, we investigate the miss rates of various cache organizations. Slums Operating system paging simulator (P).
Then, from an imlmnainsadonwe analyze the cache ac- Ups Pascal compiler faet ad (P).

ces timing and the mins penalty asociated with each orgmnization. Comp First pass of the PSL compiler (macro expand) (L).
detemin theaveage nstuctin acom ime - ias -reesentation laguange (L).

Finally, we deemn h vrg ntuto cestm.Ge Dedusction with garbage colscion (L).
Trace driven simulation (TDS) is used to obtain the cache misRat Ratlosal exprssica evaluator (L).

rates. Because of ite flexibility and ase of use, TDS is a poua Opt Compiler - data, tow aad optilsatios (L).
technique for cache performance evaluation (20,21; however, TDS does
have soedrawbscks. It may not be as accurate as hardware maes- Codes
surfeat because trasCU eldom reflect true workload behavior. TDS rTese progroam arefairly large, ranging from 50,000 to 800,000
resulte ame often optimistic because large applications, usually with d Ior bytes in static code mine, and we feel they provide realistic cache per-
poor cache performance, are herd to tace, moreover, the effect of nul ~ ~mber.

- ~ f Iwo___ _
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4 Cache Organization bloc mis 16 words
We assume a sub-block size of ore word. In other words, a single

This section discussees tradeo& in the selection of cache parametes intuto i ece into the cache an a mis.' Each word in the cache
including number of e"to, aet asz, and block sume The basic ques, or buffir is associated with a valid bit The repleesat algorthm
tics is how to best utilize a given amount of chip area cfa particular (discussed in detail later) ns peudo-randem.
"aspct ratio to obtain the mnaximum- performance. Early cache stud.

ies (e.. Strecker (221, and Smith [201) compared cache perfomance 41 ~C~srit
for various cache orgaiisitlon assuming a fixed amount of data. sto,- 41 U hoo o~rit
age. Alpert 131 stressed that the total circuit area Wssocited with The technology, organuzation, and perforiance of MIPSX greatly
the cahe, including both tags aad data, must be considered for ina- constrainedi the cache design. The most important constraint was
grated micrproeso caches. Our experience show. that in addition size. Roughly half of the interiom die arm was allocated to the cache
to area. the aspect ratio is also imDportant. giving it a space of 4mmn by 6mm. The flooplan of the processor fixed

To reasonably limit the number of variables, we explore the design the aspect ratio. The datapth was expected to be at least 6mm= long
space avaiable for the MIPSX processor. We encourage the reader sad the cache had to Ait above the datapath. in our design rules, the
to concentrate on the evaluation PCedue rather than on the final ame of a 6 traistor static rmeoy cell was 30pin by 40pmn, which
result, which may well he different given other basic constraints. AlI- allowed us to build roughly a 16K-bit memory in the available sarea.
though the total cache size is fixed, a wide variety of organizations We considered using dynamic memiory cells, but decided it was not
exploiing various feaitures of program behavior are possible. We will worth the technology risk.
consider in turn a conventional cachto a c-cache, a litffer, and what Frm preliminary design and layouts for the aense-ampliflers, col-
we call a hybrid buffier. -in multiplexers iad tag compare logic associated with the cache.

A c-cwAce, for the purpose of this analysis, is an organization that the colm multiplexers and the sense-aniiers were estimated to
uses ahout bell the avalable memory space for the tags. Each block require around SOOgin of space below the cheRAM array, and the
consists of one to foiur words (each word is 4 bytes). A possible 512- tag logic an additional 300jam. The larg space for the tag logic was
word c-cache organization could have 512 sets (rows), associativity a result of the 24 wires needed to provide the comparison address for
one, and bLock size one word. A portion of the address first indexes the tap. The wire pitch was about l0ism (secood-level metal).
into a cache set, followed by an associative tag compare against the In addition to the are constraints, MIPS-X also constrained the
blocks in that wet. access time of the cache; an instruction fetch had to complete in a

A 4afcr is a set ofia few large blocks, block size being eight words single Was clock cycle. To meet the cycle time constraint, we felt the
or mom. For example, a 612-word buffer could be organizsed with set cache would only have time for a single RAM access per cache access.
size eight, and block size 64 words. Since a buffer bas only one set, Thin, we were concerned about implementing a set-associative cache
the associative search can be started without the indexing operation. since we would nd to first fetch the tap and then fetch the cret
This organization has the minimum number of taps. data word. To alleviate the need for sequential fetches, we organized

A.hy &tioufer is also investigated because the ore straightfor- the cache so that the tag information could arrive late in the cycle.
ward organizations typically used in instruction buffers (*e., CRAY-l The tap were only mWs for the enlumrs dode. In thoe organleation,
151), or in prwwiome VLSI processor instruction caches (eg., Motorola when the word-line tee, all possible data word were fetched onto
MC6102 115], Zilog Z80,000 (3)), are not optimal in our case. As the the bit-lines The tag information was used to select the correct met
name suggests. a hybrid buffer has the features of both a c-cache and of bit-Same to the wows amplifers. The delay, from the tag becoming
a buffer. Libe a buffer it has a large block sin and few taV, coase- valid to output valid was short since it bypassed the delay incurred
quently the tag stome is small. It is similar to a c-cache and differs in driving the bit-lines- The limitation of this techinque was that it
from a buffm because it has more than one set, typically two or fou _______.___

A typical 512-word hybrid buffesr could have two sets, set mne 16, and 'M ap sp appert sub-bieck phes s is " * A ~iP eaclhm 1S.11.131.
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m Figure 2: Fooplawm ofs -cache with 1K bytes ofdats, toe. Number
Ila of et i 64, amoeitivity i four, md block se i four byts; all

1 6, d i m e n io n s m in p mo .
&AMmmft

Figure 1: Mira rate of a 2K-byte instruction c-€ache with block size

4 bytes. The agea tep min rtm arne calculated as the average miss bechmaks do not how this anmalots behavior to the ma e xtet

rate of all be aeh mrkm weighted by the number of rfern es. as P s cl, beca ue Lisp tends to have a higher freq ie y of p roedure

calls and shorter bodies of sequentia code. This causes an increased

required 32 bit-lium for eah deuw of socitivity used. A 4-way probability of interference that can be reduced by associtivity.

set -mo citve cahe would need 128 pirsm of bit-lines. Possible oorpls for a four-way et-amocative -cche wre sh w

The cache deigns dasied below attempt to meet both the size in Figure 2. Note that leaer asocitiitY cahere can use the me

wW gn iztional € traints desribed in this etio m basic dlootlplaL The ct ual dim e aios ame slightly gre ter than shl~ow n

in the figure when the precharge and decade logic i added. Altlmnwh
both arragements have the smin area, only the fomer was suitable

4.2 C-cache to our purpse due to the epect ratio contrint.

For the -cae study we initilly use a block aise of one word (4 We have asumed, thus fr, that half the sres is ocupied by tags

bytes). Threfoc, hal the are is taken up by the tap; the data Other e-cache types with larger block iae" nd a fewer number of

to m c onsite of 2545 w ars. To reduce the aures required by the tag tap wre alo posible. For istn e, a -c che with a block size af our

store, we so try cahem with a lager cache blck ize. We sume would have the tap occupying ony a fourth as much w es "the data

that if %e bock aine is gretter than two words, we cn quee in 5$12 portio. Fo thee lrge block ries we thought that we might be able

words for mstruo nem to quese in 2K bytes .dat (the ame as for a buffer scheme) with

Figure I shows the miss rate for an instruction c-cache with as- the coresponding tap-.

eaciativity, ragn fromn one through 16. The number of msts orre- The min rates for blc sixes of 4, 16, mnd 32 bytes amw given in

ra te of 3 2 .2 M in t ereti s y e n u h is ac ie e b y a d ir e t m ap p e d - to is re ucd s um b st anuti l ly fo r th e l r em bl acek si smm . A e -ea c he w ith

cache. We felt tht me eanmaly in the replacement sheme (peudo- 16 et, met im 8, and block sie 16 bytes achieves the lowest mim

radm) caused the mra te to o up with soiativity for the small rte of 20.96%. Unfotuntely, the combined as occupied by the

cahe. A Ia simultion with LRU replaemet also howe this &Wp and data (am Figure 3) is 4420 by 760 oak which exceeds the

behavior for al the Pneal benchnmrim with the exception of Upas. space we had avuilable

T his b eh v o r c an be exp laned by e xm in ng the re fe rn e and olli- C lew ly, for a he s s m al as 2K byt es. i m i n the i n &g m st

ai mo p t t e r n in a s m as ll e a h e , a d i n f u r t h e r d s u s e d in (2 1 ,1 1. L is p i m o t n p a rm t e r af fe t in gl t h e m a m r a we a d o t a p a r s me
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Blc .sH i a" is) M PesiOsin bn 'I8 I1 -- 1 U-,

1 byte 2Kbt 22 .1.6 2L.L 0.6
12.6 2LOG 21.0

Table 1: Effect of lrg cache-block use. D is degree of associativity.

~UCIA A

4 5

RU=. I *a- I IM I lod.owada wl a he -Px paaetwam ulndW
Mnst o the amns is used f storing instructions in a buffmr hece

Figure : Floerplomat a c-cache with 2K bytes of datasto set sine we do not show tep n our bufer foorpb Access time can be made

S. and block sine 16 bytes. Siw.. 7680 by 4420 pro. lower by (1) elimi ting the indexing operation to choome set. md
(2) decreasing the tog accm time by using hat circuital and placing
the few tap and the valid bits clke to the addres generation logic.play only a secondary role; e.g., doubling the associativity for the 2K For example, in MIPS-X the tap are located in the datapath itselL

byte cache with block size 16 byte, causes the mis rate to decrease We studied instruction buffers ranging from a block sis of 1024
slightly from 23.28% to 22.16%; and doubling the block size causes bytes and asoiativty two to a block mss o 64 bytes and associativ-
the mise rate to marginally increase from 23.28% to 24.91%. Some ity 32. Figure 4 shows the miss rates. The moat striking featue o
parameters, however, affect the cache timing, For instance, an aso- the graph is the importance of block mine. Smaller block se alow a
ciative cache requires tag acces, compare, a select and a drive, while larger associativity. Clearly, the miss rate can he very high fr large
a direct-mapped cache require just the access, compare, and drive, block sizes. The reason is that for low associativity and a correspond-

ingly large block size, major portions of blocks tend to be left unused.
The lowest mis rate is 22.79% for a 32-way met-associative buffer,

43 Buffer which is substantially lower than that for a direct mapped c-cache,
Alpert 13) showed that reducing the number of tap is desirable when and very similar to the best miss rate achieved for a c-cache (20.96%).

the a l tIt achieves this miss rate at a smaller silicon arm than the comparablethe mare ailable for the cache as small and Lied. Our exeiet. -ah eas tue ml uh e eP

show that this is true even to a greater extent for instruction caches. c-cache becuse it use a smaller number of to.
Instructios tend to show high spatial locality, which large block smze A buffer is more effective for Pascal benchmarks than for Lip
can effectively exploit. Large block size ar particularly attractive for benchmarks, while the opposite is true ior a c-cache organistion.
reduced instruction set computers because of poorer code density and Because Lisp code hs on average shorter bodies of sequential code
the correspondingly larger baso block mimes in the code. Duffe are %ced i was iw*' W is fJ mod s studied by Kill mod Smith (13
attractive becase they minimis the number of tap, and have the Althooh hstr ¢cits afe lr a ea m ae pwrI p , tbhe eetmes-
added advantae that they well mited to prefetch scheme such as a" power Ims ell tes of femer ts%

I
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(a) lis: OW6 by 3M4 pm. (b) Slam 7W0 by Me0 js.

Figure 5: Floawplaas of a buffier with -et nses 8, block sin 256 bytes.
Figure 6: BuEer with st sixe 16 and block ame 120 bytes. Sim. 6OM

than Pascal, Weg buffer blacks tend to be under-uatihimsd resulting by 38 L m
in poorer ccepesfoeace fmr Limp, Emapirical evidence of thin be-
havior n vwes by the aveage nother of word utillind per block in
a fually-associativs 21K-byte buffer with block im. 16 wars fior both amof the bI eo depiending an the value of a bit in the address. This
PsscAl and Losp. Th. average block utilisatioas by Pascal sad Limp is similar to a c-eache with two sets indexed by a bit in the address.
benchmarks are 10.9 andt u V rspctively. If each set (or buffier) has equal probability of being the target of a

Possible beorplans for %be various bufsers ane given in igupre 5. A block, the number of instruactions that will Ull into any ons baler
we sie 48O is imphementahls using the layout shown in Figure 5(a). is halved, which effectively doubles the available associativity. Thus,

The ayot sow n Fgure5(b intoolon in e dmenion Unor-this scheme provides the benalets of a higher ssociativity without
The lyoute~ show is Fgrequir)ed too lonin raonbe di eion ncr imlmntto prbes For example, the mass rate for a hybrid
amtu to plaremet .rsiured tsow tchee rambl fo nasoit buffer with two sets and associativity 16 is 22.48% which is very close

ity of 16. The layout i wider because of the extra bus routing channels to 22.79% for a buffer with ssociativity 32.
required. VWe the area required by the decode anod precharge logic From sn implementation point of view, ssociativity of 16 is still
for each of the banks is added, the diensrions along the width become hard to achieve. A hybrid buffer with associativity 8 is implemnentabl;
much larger tham we can allow, unfortunately the min. rate increases fromn 22% to 2M%. The solution

is to extend the number of sot to four with the ssumption that the
probability distribution of block@ into the four sets is uniform. Two

4.4 Hybrid Buffer bits awe now used to index into one of four sets. The mrtes for a

A c-cache suders fiven the drawbacks that tap occupy vauale space hybrid bufler with four sets are plotted in Figure 7.
and tag aecs= requires a RAM access. A buffer reduces these prob- In this case the am rate for a hybrid buar with degree of as@*-
learn by reducing the number of tap and using special structre to ciativity eight is slightly wanse than for the buffer with ssociativity
reduce the elfective tag access time. A pure buffer requies a high 32: 23.17% compared to 22.79%. The difference is because our se-
degree of asociativity, making the actual RAM harder to design (it iumption that each set is squally likely to be the target of a block is
nosds to have a large number of bit lines). Since the large associa- not quits true. The variance in the number of instructions that map
tivity is required only to keep the block siue down, we will provide to any one set causes a higher number at mi r.
the same block @s*s with a lowe ssociativity in a structure called a A aniopina for an eight-way set-ssociative hybrid buffer is shown
hybrid bufir in F'igure It. Two bits index into ass of tour set, four bits form the

A hybrid buffe simulates a higher associativity in the following block afist, and the rat of the word addres hem the tag. The aim
masmer. Cornier two regular buffers where instructions map to either of 3340 by 6040 pm can comfortably Ait in the available silicon area.

-'
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SIpw 8: A so mi hybrid buffe floople.. Sime O04 by 3M4 om.

Fiue -MWtu ( K-byto hybrid buffier with four sets. be fetched an Ohe allowoug; IF. To diecia ne iid cwah mie
cycle we uss C., whereu n is the number di the cache ao cycle.

4.5 Timng Considerations

Now that wo hae determined seera posible cachae or aisations 4.9.2 himtniarlese Cache Mle Timing
based their hit reins end an their physical layouts, we must cain- Hit detectiam timing seects the sumuber of cycle needed to suvice
is@ hew they £4a in with the timing of the rset of the usechine. The only an suetauctle em in MIPS-X. The short cycle time, coupled with
tuming specidmaim aed s lr hee berm thea the cache accornms the nemm Chip avanemp. meas that extial munmy Uktch take
be within the 50 as cycle timne of the machinse. The other important longer tem me cycle. The edldrom mut he presented to the procesr
timing; conideration is how cache sime can he handled. To un- pads erdkirnedy ealy to ovum it is vold an the extel pine by
dersand hew vara cache arpomew affect the betructiom cache the time #2Ial (-m Fiur 9). Therodore the datoaeth mit drive
iss timing at MWIS-X, we wigl irt dIc'be the NM-X pipeline.' the addre has so*l in #* to start a meor etch -m the folowing

Tha we will ebohw the timing of the cache hit detections affecte cycle. The mumrl cache memoary than drives the pecmor pine with
the nmber of cycle meeoe to eseice a cache mise. We win also ue the required weod by the aid of A* ot thei Wolwing cycle. Thae, a
these amialp to eke.r how two iamuctom can be fehd beck on a imr'access tahm is nd a hal cycle hem the time the addres
cache em to elmet halve the wmse rate isomutd

For the c-ach coufgurations, the tap and tag c-ip--f ha-e
4.5.1 Th b S. PImaiU1m to be put in the cache aiway to make the implementation feasible. Thin

-~ MPSWAme= the critical path for m daeclioca nvidvu driving thet adme

MIPS-X is liesvily papulleedl so that one instruction can be ised er- up to the cache awray, fetching the tap, doing the comparison. A
ery 50 up. Each istrqctiin is divided into A"e pipeline stagin aned them getting the bit or mie rankI back to the datoath. Referrig
each sa is di*de ito two 25 ne phases cead A and #2. The to 7 igmu 10, the isstamctiem addmess is rnuaedi during a of M.
pipeline osaps seed their finictin e described in Figure 9. The driven to the cache ay diing #j ofIl?, the tag fietch begioe bat in
pipeline is coneeptally asio to understand it you think ofan &dd- Ajo dIF, mud the Iempils is computed aNd drive to the deapath
ticedl ato celled IF-, that occur t 5,r the IF etagle. During IF-.,, dring # ofIF?. too lote to ~tc an eaten-I 11114ch in the 0-0 cy7le.
the jenwom ceenter WA it pan-t the of~e c the instruction to Uf the nast of tags it mall w in the ballis or hybrid bufflo

*A dft dtAM b P-~ Ine41 cherne, the twam actually be plaed Is the datapath close to the

L
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-aIF-& 4AAP4 CW1# Compute PC
A Drive PC aat. PCI.. Drive PC auto PCB*@

IF A F Slar% tag acces

hub ~CM, DeetAa

A ssekch A2 Drive PC out toexternal ae

addees cempetaties for boad or store Ibetructloss, A3 latruci"o back from extersal cahe
deslatl .nd condition computaton for beaches CU. A

*k Dive addae to fos r load or storeA Writs isstraction Ist* c-caths and Isatmctkom register
HE Wl r extersal Icabs tumory access RI A Mins inqinece comapleted

A Drve d t g ~ tres= fovsa ae ati hs r load Figure 10: M in Timing for a C-cach.
WI A Writ mul lat thedestaa~egister

~ ~ MISX *increase the average out of a fetch by increasing the cycle time o(

Clearly, if we require a minimum of two cycles to access the ex-
PC unit, making hit or mai detection in the tap much quicker. Tag teml cub and write the instruction into the Instruction cache, the
compare insiemply achieved by doing an associative compare a( the onlyi way to reduce the mime penalty ie to detect the mise sooner. If
tap to the PC bus and 'OR-ing' all the match Hume. Hmovr, the a mie can be detected before the end of #1 of IF, the PC can be
critical path for miss detection "tl involves driving the address to the drie out right away, eliminating one cache miss cycle. In the buffer
cache array to fetch the valid bite.' Therefore, an for the c-cache, the scheme, driving the address to the cache armay to fetch the volw bits
miss signal arrives at the datapath by the end a( # at IF. caurss the miss signa to appear late. The solution.i to move the valid

The mms penalty for the c-cache or buffer schemes with valid Ite bits into the datapath along with the tags. Then, teg comparison and
stored in the cache armay is three cycles. The timing of an instruction vaWi bit checking can he done a phase earlier.
cache mim for the c-cache is shown in Figure 10. Bectavae the mmn There is one prolem, however. To know which valid bit to fetch,
signal arrives at the datapeth late in #2 of IF, the PC can be driven we need to know which tag matched. Imitead of accessing the valid bit
out to the external cache only in the next cycle. Three cache mis after the tag comparison, we fetch all possible valid hits in parallel.
cycles were Inverted at this point: CMJ to drive the instruction ad- one for each tag, along with the tag compare. The result of each
dress out to the external cache (normally a data address in potenially tag compare as "AND-ed* with its corresponding valid bit. A cache
sent out), CMR for the external cache access, and CAI to write the mm occurs if none of these outputs is true. Figure I1 I how the miss
instruction into the instruction cache and instruction reiseter. timing for aL buffer with the valid bite and tar stored in the datapath.

A three cycle penalty, with a miss rate a( over 20%, degrades The miss penalty inshnow reduced to two cycles.
process" perfomaneby over 60%. A cache mis penalty of two An interesting and important side effect of moving the "a and the
cycles, which reduces thelmae to 60%, can be achieved by cobiing valid bite into the datapath is that the cache array becomes strictly a
CMR and CMIf into one cycle. The critical path now involves acsigRAM array. With the valid bite in the cache array, the array would
the externel cache msnrty, getting the data to the procesor pads, an need to be camtornised to our specific cache configuration becausne
writing into the instruction cache Since the data from the external the valid bite must be cleared when a new lag is written into that
cache arrives late in the cyce, this approach can easily affect the cycle block. Now, the valid bit circuitry is independent of the RAM and
time a( the machine. Although it decreass the miss penalty, it might am~ simpe toImlmet

'Mfet am su n-seMai dm of em wead efe a said bit far evy weed- With a two cycle penalty, and a 20% mis ate, the prmasce



IF-1 #i Comnpute PC.W..
1, A compete PC #j Drive PC onto PCs

A rv P a. Cu IF #1 Do tag compare and detect miss; Compute PC.I
tag comparr etc mtan 9DiePrtot oetra ah02~ Drive PC... out to exteral cache CI#

#' A3 lostractice,,... back from external cache
#j Instruction back from external cace Drive PC-.., out to external cache

4A Write lastrecUOinlto cache and Instruction orCmi #1
sequece orn Write instruction.._ into cache ned instruction register

A issqec opee Instruhction..# back from external cache
ILF A Miss sequence complete

Figure 11: Miss Timing for a Bufe A Write instruction-,,~ into cache and Instruction rgite

low n 4% wichis A sinifcasL Wecanredce he mn pWt toFigure 12: Fetching Back Two Words on a Miss

one cycle by combining CMI and CMS into one cycle. As mnentioned
before, t"i extends the machine cycle time. An alternate solution is Note that this scheme has the effective performance impact of a one

to use the extra cycle winely to prefetch another word. cycle mniss penalty, but without the risk of increasing the machine cycle
time. Implementation is also simple because fetching the second word
fits in with the natural flow of the cache miss sequence. This shows

4.5.3 Prefistehlng that careful matching of the cache miss timing to the pipeline of the

A side effiet of the two cycle miss penalty in MIPS-X is that the timing snciecan give significant performance benefits.

allow* fetching back no& only the instruction that missed but also the Other proletching schemes that exploit the available excess hand-

next instruction (not the next sequential one, but the instruction to width were also considered. For example, in MIPS-X, when the pro-

be ecuted vext) during the extra cache miss cycle. This muesn that cessor is not fetching data, the 1/O pins are free and instructions could

the wags miss rate for the cache is W0%, and the average miss rate is be prefetched into the cache without affecting any other activity of

about half of what it would he without prefetching. the procence. However, these schemes could not he used in MIPS-

The method of prefetching an extra word can he explained with the X becase the instruction cache does not have sufficient hand -idth.

aid o( the cache miss timing in Figure 12. In the phonee following miss MJPS-X uses 100% a( the instruction cache bandwidth for fetches,

detection for the current instruction (whose address is PC.j..), the preventing a prefetcher from using the cache. The instruction cache

address o( the next instruction (PC-..) hase alredy been calculated. is only free during instruction cache misses. Thus, no prefetch scheme

This address would have been sent to the instruction cache in the can do better without dramatically changing the cache organization.

gnrmal jsequmwe While the external caoche is being accessed, the next
iaatructio-i address is set up on the address pads (in CMI); and while
the amssd instruction is written into the instruction cache during 4.6 Summnary of Organization Choice
Clif, the extera cache is acessed for the next instruction. Then,
in the fidlowing phase (RP?), when execution of the missd instruction Table 2 summnarizes the cache performance statistics for the various

is commenced, the next instruction is simultaneously written into the schemes assumting that two words are fetched hack on a miss. Con-

instruction cache and instruction register. Thus, the timing a( the ventional cache organizations perform worse than buffere because of

pipeline allos the peisfetch to occur quite naturally. their high miss penalty. Note that the lowest miss rate does not yield

Probtebis the extra word has a trmnouas perfomance impat. the best performance. A hybrid buffer with four sets, associativity

Fo the MDOS-X hyid bufr the asn-odosf 31%tight, and block size 64 bytes performs best with an access time of

11I % or pffuarsuaaee degradation dropa from about 40% to 20%. 1.24 cycles, and is used in the MIPSX design.
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c~ls lpkm t- Nai. 3 lc Miss min5 Rpaoet SNiseIL

type able So.t size sze rae%) penalty T.. "s Rte % 10. 91 11.T 1 11.1T. 11.86

C-€cae YES 25 I 1 4 16.74 3 1.50

C-cacbe NO is 8 16 10.90 3 1.33 Table 3: Comperisa of freplace chem .

Buffer YES 1 8 256 14.78 2 1.30

B. buffer YES 4 8 64 11.95 2 1.24 Fluh Iat l "t3K I 110K 20K 1 30K I 40K I 150,K
MANs Rate %) 14.00 2.98 1 12.43 2.28 12.12 12.09

Table 2: Summary of cache performance. Block size is in byte*; miss Table 4: Effect of cache flushing on context switches.

perAlty and acc time we in cycles.

in the tags. If the ring counter points to the block that 4,,. will

5 Selection of Other Cache Parameters occupy, then that block will be replaced by the tag corresponding to

1.,. causing I,... to have nowhere to go when it is received from the
5.1 Replacement external cache To avoid this state, we bump the counter if it point,

to a cache block corresponding to the most recent address tag.

The replacement algorithm has traditionally been very important in I

cache design. Of the feasible schemes, least recently used replacement

is considered to perform the best, although Smith and Goodman 1211 5.2 Context Switch Mechanisms

show evidence that it might be inferior to random replacement for

instruction cache design. After considering a number of replacement Virtual caches, or caches addressed using the virtual address gener-

strategies, including LRU, RAND, FIFO, RING, and RING-M, we ated by the pemcr, haw the advantage that virtual to physical

came to the conclusion that the replacement algorithm is not critical tranlation is removed from the critical path. However, they have

to the design for small caches, other multiprogramming related problem. For one, the integrity of a

LRU (least recently used) is where the least recently accessed block procms address space is harder to maintain. A simple solution is to

in any given set is replaced. In random replacement (RAND), s truly Bush the cache on every process switch. The performance degradation

random choice of block to he replaced is made. FIFO is first in fBirt due to cache Bushes is not serious for small caches.

out, where the block present the kingest in any given set is replaced Table 4 shows the miss rate for a hybrid buffer Bushed every Q
first. RING, is a pseudo-random replacement scheme where a ring intructios, where Q ranges from 6000 to 50000. A higher frequency

counter with the sme number of states am the set size is maintained, of Bushing is expected in time sharing wokloads while hatch jobs

The counter points to the block in each set that must be replaced on will be much lower. Flushing the entire cache is easily achieved in

a block miss or if an address tag does not match any of the cache tago. VLSI by providing a cache reset signal. However, a cache Bjush would

The counter is bumped one state after every block miss. RING-M-is require a special instruction. To avoid dening another instruction,

a modification of the above scheme. we decided to use a simple softwar technique sad trade off a little

Table 3 compares the relative performance of our hybrid buffer for perform-fl The virtual address space is half system avd half user.

the various replacement schemes. RAND, FIFO, RING, and RING-M To Bush the cache of une instructions, we cause the pocessor to

have about equal performance. LRU is slightly better than the other jump to 32 specifc system addresses making all the tap he in system

schemes. For the MIPS-X design, we chose one of the RING scheme spce. This requires 32 extra instructions or 64 extra cycles? every

because of its simpler implementation. The RING-M scheme w- cache Bush. Even if cache flushing takes place, my, once every 20000

to solve a subtle problem with the double fetch on instruction cache cycles, the mis rate would go up from 11.85% to 12.33%.
mises. As stated before, two instructions, I... and _.#, are fetched

on a cache miss. The problem arises when the first word (I.*) hits in *4t in not to e in tem n blok asI ,

the tap, but i not valid yet, and the next instruction (I..s) misse 'Ns t ot ly 16 ef the 32 Watrutionm s e cocke misss.

,"r"
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5.3 Teatability Features the minimum average instruction access time. The result was a cache l
organization that is a hybrid between a conventional cache and an

We have included a number of features into the design to enhance the intuto bufr This organization has a miss rate of roughly 12%
testability of the instruction cache and the processor. The instruction for a set of large benchmarks, and results in an average instruction
cache and the rest of the processor have separate pow supplie task- access time of 1.24 cycles. This penalty in roughly 3 times smaller
ing it possible to pow the processor independent of the cache. An thian the penalty of our firat cache organization, although the basic
external signal (ICacheDisable) torces the processor to always cache cache orgaization (cache size, block size, etc.) remained unchanged.

miss on instruction fetches allowing the processor to run eve if theI
The size of the instruction cache forced us to include a method to 7 Acknowledgements
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